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1. The glass industries

Glass is all around us,
at every moment of our lives

The World of Glass
• An inert material mainly made of abundant natural resources
and of recycled glass

• Fully recyclable and highly recycled material
• A material appreciated for its health & comfort benefits, in
preserving ingredients, letting natural light into buildings, etc.
• In many applications serves to save energy or generate
renewable electricity
• An innovative material that renders possible new technological
developments in many sectors
• A sought-after aesthetics for designers and creators which
contributes to brand reputation and Europe’s culture
• A material found in most leading products exported by the EU:
food, automotive, luxury, etc.

Six different glass sectors forming a key
industry for Europe
•

•
•
•
•
•

Container glass, flat glass, domestic glass, special glass ,
continuous filament glass fibre & insulation glass wool: different
companies and economic models
Approximately 200.000 workers directly employed in glass making
About 400 installations across 24 EU countries supporting
thousands of SMEs in different value chains
Over 500.000 indirect and induced jobs (glass recycling, glass
processing, etc.)
Around 33 million tonnes of glass produced annually in the EU
Value of the production around €35 billion

Glass factories form a very dense network in the EU

Source: www.glassallianceeurope.eu/en/main-glass-sectors
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Glass industries and the EU ETS
Glass is composed of the mixed
raw materials known as batch
(such as silica sand, soda, lime,
dolomite, etc.) and cullets (i.e.
recycled glass). The mixed batch
is sent into the furnace chargers
and melted at high temperatures,
in the range of 1450 and 1550°C.
Glass making is an energy intensive process and
this sector’s activities are covered by the EU ETS

Glass’ contribution to the shift towards
low carbon economy
• By way of decreasing its own specific
carbon emissions
• Through the contribution of its’
products

+ 19%

CO2
Energy
Emissions consumption

Production
Source: German Glass Industry
(figures 1990-2012)

- 10%

-7%

Competitiveness of Europe’s glass industries
at risk
• European Economic and Social Committee
report on glass industries (April 2015):
‒ Container glass: no new plants while 13 new
production units announced outside the EU
‒ Flat glass: 12 out of 62 plants have stopped while
9 new sites opened at EU borders
‒ Fibre glass: 1 out of 9 producers shut down and
45% reduction in workforce since 2008 with
recent dumping practices from China
‒ Tableware: many SMEs and jobs losses with high
imports from Asia and Middle East

• All glass sectors are on the EU ETS carbon
leakage list for the third trading period and
should remain on the list for the fourth
period (2020-2030)

2. The post 2020 ETS reform

Glass industries and ETS
• In the absence of a global trading system and comparable
sharing of industrial effort, Glass Alliance Europe advocates
an EU trading system:
• allowing for full carbon protection of sectors at genuine risk of
carbon leakage,
• coupled with free allocation of allowances for all installations at
the level of the benchmark.

• These two principles are essential to make Europe an actor
of the transition towards a low carbon society and to avoid
carbon leakage in relation to the carbon footprint of
European citizens.

1. Carbon Leakage
The new carbon metric independent of carbon price and threshold
(>0.2) to assess sectors’ exposure to risk of carbon leakage are effective

2014 Data
New CO2
Direct Costs Indirect
Total
intensity (kg
/ GVA
costs / GVA costs/GVA
CO2/GVA)
2611
2613
2614
2615

Flat Glass
Hollow glass
Glass Fibres
Special glass

8,20%
4,80%
1,90%
0,80%

1,80%
3,50%
2,10%
1,20%

10,00%
8,30%
4,00%
2,00%

3,333
2,767
1,333
0,667

Recognised
New Carbon
as being
Trade
Leakage
exposed to
intensity metric (must
carbon
be > 0,2)
leakage ?
24,00%
0,80
YES
23,70%
0,66
YES
23,70%
0,32
YES
42,80%
0,29
YES

Results of carbon leakage assessments for 2015-19 list (based on NACE Rev.2) as sent to the Climate Change Committee on 5 May 2014

The proposed methodology confirms that all glass sectors are
exposed to risk of carbon leakage (above 0.2)

Carbon leakage: need for improvement and
clarifications
IMPROVEMENT:
• The future directive should preserve the possibility for a sub-sector to use a
quantitative and/or qualitative assessment at a more disaggregated level (i.e.
Prodcom 6 or 8), regardless of any threshold

CLARIFICATION:
• The assessment of industries at risk of carbon leakage must remain valid for the
entire trading period to provide predictability and stability for investments
• Direct and indirect emissions continue to be included in the amended carbon
leakage metrics, as it is the case in the current directive

Carbon leakage – the tiered approach
• In Glass Alliance Europe’s view, the concept of a “tiered approach”
(defining different categories of exposure) is not a viable alternative
to the European Commission proposal
• Problem of proportionality: highest emitters will always be in the supposedly
most exposed categories. A tiered approach would only redirect a very small
incremental amount of free allowances.
• Problem of effectiveness on preventing risks: Tiered approach is a system
whereby the competitive situation of sectors (supposedly less exposed) has to
deteriorate to be finally receiving enough free allocation. System would
switch from preventive to curative but in the meantime the harm to industry
is done.
• Problem of competition: a tiered approach would introduce distortion of
competition between sectors competing in the same market (e.g. packaging)
if the levels of free allowances allocated to these sectors differed.

2. Rules on free allocations to sectors
exposed to risk of carbon leakage
• The allocation of free allowances at the level of the benchmark is
key, as it allows Europe’s glass industries to remain competitive,
supports innovation, strengthens their ability to invest in the
efficiency of their installations, and maintains investment capacities.
• To be effective, free allocation to industries exposed to risks of
carbon leakage should be fully connected with Europe’s industry
needs and should not be reduced by the application of additional
correction factors.

Rules for free allocations : anchor the
system in reality
To avoid over-allocation
Free allocation system could be made more dynamic by taking as
reference year (Y-2) instead of (Y-5) as in the current proposal
To ensure the system is based on real and verified industrial data
Product benchmarks must be based on the average of the 10% most
efficient installations in the EU and should not be adjusted by way of
« flat rate » reductions

3. Distribution of allowances
• The introduction of a fixed auctioning share (57%) and a declining EU cap (-2.2%)
will de facto reduces the free allocation of best performers, who will have to buy
extra allowances, at the detriment of their competitiveness.
• Three alternatives can be envisaged:
1.

2.

3.

“flexibility in distribution”: sectors at risk of carbon leakage are first allocated free
allowances at the level of the benchmark, and the rest is auctioned. This approach would
not decrease revenues for Member States as carbon prices are expected to at least triple
the carbon price from about 6€/t to 20€/t.
“revised fixed auctioning share”: If a fixed auctioning share was to be maintained, the
57% could be lowered to a level that will ensure that best performers in a sector at risk of
carbon leakage do not face extra costs. As for the first option, it has the benefit of
preserving EU industry competitiveness without adverse effects on Member States’
revenues
“free allocation buffer”: If the 57% fixed auctioning share was to be maintained, the
impact of the CSCF could be compensated for in sectors exposed to carbon leakage by
providing them with additional allowances, from the Market Stability Reserve or from a
new reserve

Conclusions
• Glass industries are a key actor for a low carbon economy
• Europe’s glass industries need protection against risk of carbon
leakage
• The Commission’s proposal needs to be improved by :
1. Clarifying that both direct and indirect emissions continue to be included in
the amended carbon leakage metrics
2. Preserving the possibility for a sub-sector to use a quantitative and/or
qualitative assessment at more disaggregated level for the assessment of
carbon leakage risk, regardless of any threshold
3. Providing a periodic revision of the benchmark based on real and verified
industrial data without applying flat rate reduction
4. Reviewing the fixed 57% auctioning share by removing it, lowering it or
adding a free allocation buffer to the system (i.e. using allocations available
in the MSR or a new reserve)

Annex – supporting slides

French glass industry – reduction of specific CO2
emissions
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Theoretical heat consumption for glass production with
70% cullet

The flat rate reductions of benchmarks
• Lost connection with technological
potential of the different sectors
• Applies a correction factor penalising
those sectors with limited yearly
improvement rate (<1%) due to:
• Past efforts to reduce emissions
• Absence of breakthrough technologies

• While it will benefit sectors with higher
improvement rate (>1%)

Flat rate reductions will increase the disconnection between free
allocation and industrial realities

The cost pass through potential in the
hollow glass industry
• CE Delft study (Nov 2015 on behalf of DG Climate)
• The study authors themselves recognise that “[they] have not further
investigated the extent to which cost pass-through has resulted in a loss in
market share or has (negatively or positively) impacted on the profitability
of firms”
• Indeed even if a firm can pass through extra CO2 costs, its products will be more
expensive than those of non-EU competitors

• Some quotes from the study:
• “Significant proof of cost pass-through was more often found for products in the
cement, iron and steel, refineries and fertiliser sectors than for products in the
petrochemical and glass sectors”
• “This implies that glass producers have little or no bargaining power” (Ecorys et
al.,2013)

Overallocation in the glass industries has been feeble
in the past (until crisis), and trend is now reversed
Source:
Ex-post
investigation of
cost
pass-through in
the EU ETS - An
analysis for six
sectors
CE Delft and
Oeko-Institut
November 2015

The innovation fund NER400
• Glass Alliance Europe welcomes the extension of the innovation
support to industrial projects.
• However, this funding for innovation should not come from cutting or
limiting free allocations since that would be detrimental to
protecting against carbon leakage
• Revenue from auctions should be reinvested to support energy
efficiency or low carbon technology, as foreseen in the ETS Directive,
and be used by Member States to stimulate economic growth and
relevant R&D investments

What are today’s challenges?
Depressed markets in key sectors
2. Rising energy costs
3. Rising regulatory costs
4. Greater competition from producers outside the EU
targeting the EU market;
5. Need for an investment attractive environment for capitalintensive glass industry;
6. A lot of efforts go into R&D both for improved production
techniques and for future products.
1.

 New investments take place around the borders of the EU

Container
glass sector
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Float glass manufacturing in EU
(Dec 2013)
Float installations closed
Float installations operating

EUROPEAN UNION
16 float installations stopped (out of 60)
Not a single project
SURROUNDING REGIONS
9 new sites in surrounding regions
16 projects planned or under construction up to
2020
+ 35 % increase in capacity
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Example: CEVITAL MFG - Algeria
Source: Cevital - http://mfg-dz.com

• 2009: 1 float installation
• 2020: 5 float installations
• Investment foreseen: 400 000 000 $

• Will to become the world 10th larger flat glass producer.
• Production: 1 000 000 tpa.
• Main Market: Europe
• Algeria enjoys trade preferences with the EU under the
Generalised Scheme of Preferences

Trade between EU27 and
Algeria
Source: Eurostat

Heavy structural investments in especially designed trucks,
port facilities & ships for jumbo glass transport
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Tableware glass production
Significant decrease of activities in the EU:
Austria : 290 less jobs
Belgium : one closure, 2 furnaces stopped, one rebuilt in 2013
Bulgaria : announced production line in 2011, delayed so far
Czech Republic: bankruptcy of major company, 50% staff
reduction compared with 2008 level
Finland : major restructuration and job losses. New glass batch
house in 2012
France : 50% staff reduction in major factory 6000 jobs shed
Germany : 2 plant closure, 350 jobs lost
Ireland : closure of major factory, then reopening with very limited
capacity
Northern Ireland : closure of crystal factory
Italy: 150 jobs lost. Decrease of activity in Murano
UK : remaining single crystal glass factory with extremely limited
production
Poland : Bankruptcy of 2 major producers and closures of many
smaller companies. Also 2 companies increasing capacities
Portugal: : Closure 250 jobs lost
Romania : jobs loss
Spain : one furnace on two not rebuilt in 2010
Sweden: Closure- job loss

Investments are made at Europe’s borders
to the detriment of the EU and particularly
Western Europe.

Increase of production capacity and
investments outside of Europe
Egypt : new investments
Iran : new investments
Ukraine : new investments
Saudi Arabia: new investments
Serbia : capacity tripled in 2012
Turkey : 12 million EUR inv.
Tunisia : new investments
Russia: 389 million investments (5 projects)

GlassFibreEurope in EU28
GlassFibreEurope companies in EU28
o Remaining: 13 Plants in 10 EU28
(+ 1 plant in Turkey)
o 2012: Ahlstrom closed production
o 2013:
 OC closed 1 site in Italy + Spain;
 PPG underwent drastic re-organisation
 3B was bought by Indian investor.
o Job loss: 40% of subsectors workforce, from
8.500 in 2009 to 5.000 in 2013
()

o No new EU plant/furnace over last 6 years
o New large investments in Egypt + Russia
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